
Our Contact Details are as follows:- 
Tel - 01706 654000 - Email: ffn2@fisherfeldchildcare.co.uk

Or keep in touch with iConnect/ParentZone, please ask a member of staff if you need help
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OCTOBER 2022

EDINBURGH WAY

DATES FOR DIARY
W.C – Monday 3rd October – SPACE WEEK

We will be focusing on different planets and learning about the solar system
21st October - WORLD APPLE DAY

We will be asking you to bring in apples where we will use them to make 
different foods such as apple pie, we will also be carrying out different activities 

using the apples we have.
W.C 24th – 28th October – HALF TERM

Holiday Club is open that week, contact a staff member to book in.
25th October – DIWALI (FESTIVAL OF LIGHTS)

We will be having a party day – please come in your party clothes we will also 
be exploring Diwali and trying different foods and carrying out fun activities.

31st October -  HALLOWEEN – SPOOKY SPIDER BALL 
More information on this will be given closer to the date.

4th November – BONFIRE ACTIVITY DAY
Upcoming events at nursery.

In October we will be focusing on behaviour management and sharing different 
techniques we can use – if you would like any support with behavior at home 

please speak to a member of staff and we will discuss this further to help.

LAMBS
The little lambs have been reading ‘Let’s find Super worm’ 
– each week the children have focused on a different 
insect from the book and have been taking part in 
activities relating to that bug. The children have enjoyed 
exploring different natural materials from nature, as we 
have been exploring leaves, soil, flowers, and fruit as 
these play a crucial importance in a bug’s life. The lambs 
have taken part in several different messy activities such 
as spaghetti worm play and a muddy worm habitat. The 
children have been exploring the different areas using 
their senses. Lots of our parents have also shown an 
interest and sent in photos of them carrying out
scavenger hunts at home relating to the book. 

DUCKS
The Ducklings have 
been reading ‘Walking 
through the jungle’ from 
this the children have 
explored the different 
animals that live in the 
jungle and have been 
learning about their 
habitats and what they 
like to eat. The children 
have been taking a 
closer look at what the 
animals look like and 
have noticed the 
different patterns that 
they have. We then 
went on to create our 
own animal patterns 
and noticed the 
different marks we 
have created. The 
children have enjoyed 
taking part in several different creative
activities such as creating their own jungle 
crowns and making animal huts, which has 
helped promote their creativity and
imagination. The ducklings took part in an 
amazing group activity where they painted their 
feet and role-played being jungle animals, 
created animal footprints and sang rhyme’s 
from the book.

FARMERS
The farmers have been reading a new story called ‘The 
leaf thief’ which has introduced the children to Autumn. 
We sent home a natural objects scavenger hunt sheet 
for the children to carry out with their parents. From 
this the children brought in all their findings and used 
them during activities such as making playdough, 
making their own leaf kites, and exploring different 
emotions by creating leaf puppets. The children have 
been exploring different types of weather and the 
different outcomes each season presents such as 
leaves falling from trees and wind blowing.  From this 
book we found the children shown a particular interest 
in leaves, so we carried on our leaf learning journey by 
exploring them in a variety of different ways looking at 
different sizes, colours and patterns of leaves. 


